






















Finding the Secrets of the Revival of Okushiri Island: Overview of
the New Residential Area Relocation Project and Interviews with
Practitioners
This  article  comprises  records  of  the  symposium  titled  “Finding





specifically  the massive  earthquake  and  tsunami  that  devastated
Hokkaido on July 12, 1993. We (Tsunenori Takeda & Kiyoto Adachi)
aim  to ensure  that  these disasters  are not buried with  the passage
of  time. We share  the experience and wisdom of administrative staff
members who  repeatedly  face disasters, marked by changing  times,
places, and circumstances. Followed by the keynote report by Takeda
in Section  2, we have  reported  the panel  discussion between  the
panelists as well as  the discussion with members of  the audience  in
Section 3. In Section 4, Takeda, from an administrative law perspective,
and Adachi,  from a civil  law perspective, elaborate on their reflections
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